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Introduction
Computer thermography gets an increasing interest in a variety of today's applications. This is caused by new developments in VLSI circuits and significant progress in image processing techniques. In consequence, it is possible an image processing of thermal and visual images in parallel. Combining both images allows to interpret the complex thermal maps easily and fast.
There are some techniques for mixing thermal and visual images [4] , but it seems that the contour extraction is one of the most promising methods for improving thermal image interpretation. The main problem in constructing thermal-visual video system is to match the optical characteristics of both cameras. For that, the cameras with comparable lenses should be placed together on the same tripod (Fig.:!) . A powerful computer equipped with two interfaces working in parallel is recommended. A slight images' geometry modification may be performed by the computer in a software way. The visual camera interface is equipped with advanced video/graphical processor, what differentiates our solution from others and provides high computational power to process visual images in real-time.
The developed visual interface is suitable for many different thermal systems, especially for Hughes TVS-40TE or AGEMA 880. Actually, the system is running on either PC486 machine and/or portable notebook for acquiring images from the aeroplane. Some chosen system parameters are gathered in Table 1 .
Hardware image processing
Typical infrared camera is an electromechanical device, where the scanning process is performed by mirrors and prisms rotation. The speed limit of this rotation causes that the thermal image generation rate is low. Additionally, because of the nature of thermal process, where the very high temperature gradients seldom exists, a low resolution data acquiring system is recommended.
Typically, resolution of 256 pixels/line is quite acceptable. As a result of this resolution the data transmission rate (from camera to the computer) does not exceed hundreds of Kbytes. One of the low-cost solutions of data capturing is based on lOW-density FIFO application. FIFO buffer is used to store digital data for one scanning line. There are known interfaces, where memory buffer does not even exist, and data is directly transferred to the computer memory in DMA channel [1] . Recovering of this signal can be performed with the use of digital or analogue phase locked loop. In order to get high loop stability and its noise immunity, the digital solution is always recommended. We should here emphasise that the quality of clock recovering circuitry directly corresponds to the system performance. Reassuming, ther-. , .
Computer Bus mal camera capturing systems Flg.1 -TYPIcal thermal camera mterface do not require high conversion rate, but often the high accuracy of 8-12 bits is really demanded. Monochrome CCD camera interface (Fig.3) contains 16-bit graphic processor (TMS34010-40MHz) dedicated for complex video operations. e.g.: rotation and mixing performed in real time. The interface mentioned here has been design to co-operate with the modern dual-port memories what allows processor to access the image memory while capturing data from the camera. The image processor operates with its maximum speed at 40MHz clock rate using pipeline and cache mechanisms. A CRT controller included' in the graphic processor is a fully programmable device, that makes possible to adjust system resolution to the application. In the realised project 512x240 (480) applied. This feature allows to use the presented interface in so-called "Life video" mode, where the moving images are being displayed on the computer screen in real time. A small size of developed interface makes possible to use it in the portable Notebook Computer. Lately, the interface has been adapted for AGEMA-880 infrared system, and now it is being used for monitoring industrial and agricfiltural areas from the aeroplane.
Software image processing
Main application of combined thermal and visual system is to show both images in order to make thermal image interpretation easy and fast. Mixing both images is based on contour extraction from visual image, what allows to distinguish the chosen elements in the investigated object. The method is helpful only when the luminance transitions for visual objects correspond to the temperature gradients in thermal images. This allows to localise and highlight the hot spots in thermal images. Edges can be isolated in the image by the use of an edge-enhancement/threshold algorithm. The first step -edge enhancement, extracts the luminance transitions. Next, the threshold operation generates the contour maps. One of the methods of edge enhancement is based on image filtering with the use of Sobel operator, where the enhancement image is defined by:
where: * denotes the convolution operation, F(i,j) denotes the luminance of (i,j)-th pixel of the original image, H(i,j) and V(i,j) are 3x3-pixel horizontal and vertical differential operators of the following forms: In the form of example of applying method mentioned above in electronics, we present two power transistors while working in parallel in the power supply. The original visual image and its corresponding edge map are presented in the Fig.4 and Fig.S . In the mixed image (Fig.B) , end-stage transistors which are at the highest temperature, are highlighted by surrounding them with their white edges. The superposition of images is presented in so-called pseudocolors, just for fast and easy interpretation for the user. In some applications contour extraction does not give the expected results, because of the image complexity. Too complex visual image gives very dense edges' map which can tile the thermal one and makes it unreadable [5] . In these cases just displaying two images with corrected sizes is much more worthwhile. The size adjustment is required because of the different optical systems for both cameras. The results of a such correction is presented in Fig. 7 .
Additionally, a correlated cursor is available, what means that by inspection of visual image we can automatically read the temperature on the thermal one.
The system has been originally prepared for HUGHES Thermal Probye Video System TVS-40TE and is equipped with two interfaces for both infra-red and video cameras. Recently, the system has been updated to co-operate with AGEMA compatible devices. The main feature of the system is to register the images in different modes. First of all, the captured images can be stored as a single object with a given repetition time varying from hundreds of milliseconds to seconds or minutes . Additionally, presented system can work in so-called real time mode, when all images are registered in the computer memory at the rate of 50ms/image.
High computational power allows image processing e.g.: 2-D filtering, real-time averaging, presenting thermal maps in the form of colour maps as well as 3-D diagrams. Three dimensional color diagrams give the alternate outlook of the temperature distribution. Additionally, the isotherms are available, which are very useful for the system equipped with monochrome display and printer. The emissivity correction for a given point orland area is an useful user option [6] . In order to trace in details the temperature distribution, two linear intersections (horizontal and vertical one) are introduced. User can easily see the temperature An interesting option of histogram creating is required by some users. It allows to measure relatively, the areas of the image, which correspond to the given temperature ranges. The result is displayed in percents of total image area. The temperature can be displayed in different scales, using different user-definable pallets. In the case, when the sequence of images is being captured (repetitive or real-time acquisition), the system allows to display them in the form of the animated film on the computer screen.
Conclusions
This paper confirms the usability of combining the visual and thermal system computer controlled together. Visual images corresponding to thermal ones allow fast and easy interpretation of thermal camera results. In the paper, the contour extraction and images' superposition are proposed as the method of image mixing. Two independent interfaces working in parallel make it possible to capture thermal and visual images at the same time. Additionally, in order to process these images in real-time, on-board fast graphic/video processor has been used. Both images operate under MS-WINDOWS control, what makes our solution very flexible for various applications.
